E. ASCHERBERG & CO.'S
NEW AND SUCCESSFUL SONGS.

OUT OF THE NIGHT—By Henry Long.
Words by O. CLIFTON BURGESS.
In Three Keys—(A to G), A flat, and E.

THE PRIMROSE RISES—By Osmund Bert.
Words by Arthur Chapman.
In Three Keys—(C to G) and A.

I DREAM OF YORE—By Antony Logan.
Words by O. CLIFTON BURGESS.
In Three Keys—(C to G), A flat, and D flat.

JACK AND THE MERMAID—By Henry Potest.
Words by Arthur Chapman.
Refrain: Jack and the Mermaid.

FAREWELL IF EVER—By Richard Harvey.
Words by Lord Byron.
In E flat (G flat to F).

FAREWELL, Attach a piano in E flat.

THOMAS POPE'S BOAT—By Henry Potest.
Words by Arthur Chapman.
In Three Keys—(C to G) and F.

MY THREE TREASURES—By E. Tarlton.
Words by R. W. C. Croxall, M.A.
In Three Keys—(D to G), F, and G.

GUIDING LIGHT—By John Searle.
Words by O. CLIFTON BURGESS.
In Three Keys—(C major to G), A, and E.

You can see where, I mean, o-vee-them, o-vee-them,

TWO TO A BANTRY—By William Moncrieff.
Words by J. M. MacGregor.
In Three Keys—(D to G), A, and D flat.

ROGUE'S TUN.
Words by S. Ryland.
In E flat (D to E).

SOLDIER JACK—By Theo. House.
Words by S. Ryland, K. Croxall, M.A.
In E flat (D to E flat).

IN THE TIME GONE BY—By G. J. Burg.
Words by T. L. Renwick.
In A flat and D flat (C to F).

Tell me why this love was mine, so tenderly.

TELL ME—By Marie Anastasia King.
Words by E. CHAPMAN.
In Two Keys—F minor (C to B flat) and A minor.

You can see when, I mean, o-vee-them, o-vee-them,

THE ANGEL'S WHISPER—By Eugene Armit.
Words by Samuel Isaacs.
In F (C to D flat).

Look down from your window—by Richard Harvey.
Words by E.

LULLABY—By Antony Logan.
Words and Music by James Bay.
In Two Keys—(D to G) and E flat.

A BREAKING HEART—By Eugene Armit.
Words by Edward Grigg.

Tell me why this love was mine, so tenderly.

I LOVE THE SONGS OF EDWIN BARRIOS—By Samuel Harvey.
Words by W. E. Evans.
In D (D to F).

THE GREAT MASTER—By Osmund Bert.
Words by Arthur Chapman.
In Two Keys—(D to A).

HER DREAM—By Felix Argent.
Words by Edward Grigg.
In D (B to F).

MY PROMISE—By Percy Book.
Words by Edward Grigg.
In C (D to E flat).

NO LONGER—By A. Samuels.
Words by G. CLIFTON BURGESS.
In A flat (B to E flat).

NO WEDDING—By G. J. Baln.
Words by James Wine.
In E flat (D to E flat).

COME BACK TO ME—By Marie Anastasia King.
Words by Wm. Harries.

The angel's whisper—by Richard Harvey.
Words by E.

TEN VERSES—By Lovell Phillips.
Words by Laurence Scott.

Two childless, unloved and in the sight.
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